
“Full Feel” nitrile gloves

Protect your hands from grease, oil and harsh solvents.  Nitrile “Full
Feel” is the revolutionary glove that gives you the feel for what you are
doing.  Nitrile gloves are a better material and do not tear as easily as latex.

Many lift repair pros are wearing nitrile
gloves to keep hands clean during service
and installation jobs.

SVI now stocks these 4 mil gloves in
convenient 100 pack dispenser boxes.
They are so inexpensive it’s hard to justify
not protecting your hands.  Add a couple of
boxes to your next order.  Chose from five
sizes, X-small through X-large.

You kneed these!
Let’s face it, your knees aren’t getting any younger.  Protect your
patella bone from the day to day rigor of lift service.  You deserve the
best.  For knee protection you now have three choices in protection

good, better and finest.

Good knee protection is very inexpensive and designed for only
occasional use, once or twice a week for a few minutes.  These are a
flat foam style with a plastic cap.  Do not order these if you end up
working on your knees more than once or twice a week.  For
inexpensive knee protection order SE-1050

Better knee protection, it’s worth it.  Patella Bead personal
kneepads with protective cap are the first to use hundreds of tiny, waterproof
polyethylene foam beads to fully support your knee.  Multiple bead chambers
are precisely filled in such a way as to disperse pressure away from your
kneecap.  Each bead is free to move up, down and sideways to create a
comfortable kneepad you can wear all day.  For better knee protection and to
start working in comfort order SE-1051

Finest knee protection, it’s worth every penny.  Lift

technician, carpenter, electrician, the complaint is the same.  At the end of
the day, their knees are so sore they can hardly walk.

The fact is, today’s popular knee pads can make sore knees even sorer.
That’s because they concentrate all of your body’s weight on the patella, a
bone that’s just 2 inches around and less than 1-1/4 inches thick.

Patella T, the first orthopedically-approved kneepads, protect the anterior
knees form the prolonged pressures of kneeling.   To order knee pads made
for professionals ask for SE-1052, it’s worth every penny for the protection.

Check out Patella T’s unique features

• Distributes pressure away from your patella.
• Neoprene base provides needed support and

warmth to delicate knee joints.
• Integrated strapping system stops pads from

constantly slipping down the leg.
• Fluid flow packs continuously conforms to cushion

your knee.
• Patented T-Wedge cap helps disburse patellar

pressure to the upper shin area.
• Built to last.  Delivers maximum comfort with a tough

Cordura nylon outer layer and a wicking, inner layer.

Tired

of

Sore Knees?

Fore and aft oil control valves - a build
it better solution.
From the demise of a foundry, a greatly
improved product rises from the ashes.
SVI now produces oil control valves using aircraft
grade aluminum that has been hard coat anodized,
after machining, to a 58 to 62 Rockwell.  This
process makes the valve even tougher in the field,
providing extreme wear and corrosion resistance.

Made to the same profile as the old cast iron version,
these valves are a Direct Fit™ for your field
replacement needs.  Whether you are working on a Power Post, Rotary or Weaver these
valves will do the job.  Interchangeability across the board - SVI is your answer!

Height extensions
and rubber pads
Did you know SVI supplies over 500
different versions of extensions?

There is an extension for virtually every
make and model of lift in the field.  If we
don’t have what you are looking for, we
will design one with your help.

Pricing is very competitive to help you
increase your profits and sales
opportunities.  For all your height
extension and rubber pad needs contact
your favorite SVI representative.

Direct Fit™ brand products

Add it to your arsenal. . .
Model SE-1100

Tool Station
Ideal for use where tire service or general
automotive service is performed.  Mount
the tool station to the floor and bring in air
service so mechanics can keep popular
tools right by their side.

There are special notches machined in the
top plate for hanging tools and two conve-
nient trays for small tools and nuts and
bolts.  Each side has a hanger for an air
impact wrench.  Call us for more details.

The Power Station™         is a popular
product addition thanks to the marketing
efforts of SVI distributors.

To enhance sales some distributors are now purchasing
power stations and including them with new lifts.   What
better lift sales tool is there?  Why not supply your
customers with a product that will make their jobs easier
and more efficient?  Help your customers increase shop
productivity today.

Rugged Wipes
Clean your hands without water.
Quickly remove oil, grease and
grime with these great one step
multi-purpose pre-moistened
wipes.  These wipes are not like
the wimpy moist towelettes you
get after eating ribs.
Order SE-1010

Magnetic tool
r e t r i e v e r .
Easily retrieve tools that get dropped
down a pit.  Ideal to keep on your
service truck.  Also a great item to
supply your customers that work
anywhere a pit exists.  Why lose it
when you can retrieve it?

The retriever is a full 6 feet in length
and can pick up 8 lbs. with its power-
ful magnet.  Order SE-1015 and
begin stocking your tool box with
dropped and lost treasures today.
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when it’s
in the pit

The Power Station™

Phone 800-321-8173 or 630-365-9250



DTO28 lifts saved!

STOP Rotary DTO28 equalizer box
cave-ins from causing your
customers problems.

SVI’s Drop-In Rack and Pinion
Equalizer Upgrade Kit  is the solution
DTO28 lift owners have been seeking.

This kit provides lift repair pros with a real
service solution.  Many DTO28 lifts have one
problem in common, the equalizer box corrodes

and begins caving-in.  This condition causes the
crossbeam portion of the existing equalizer
mechanism to hang up and impair or
completely stop the lifts function.
While, there is nothing else wrong with
the lift, lift owners in the past were
faced with two costly options, replace
the lift or excavate and install a new
equalizer - this is over!

The SVI Rack and Pinion Upgrade
Kit increases your service opportunities

and profits.  Many DTO28 lifts are in service facilities deemed national
accounts by certain lift manufacturers.  This means you can’t even sell

your customer a new lift. All you get is a
nominal kick back of a few percent from
the lift manufacturer for the sale and a
few hundred bucks for the installation.
Why sacrifice profit?  Your customer
would rather save their DTO keeping its versatility
and avoiding the expense of a new lift.

Save your
customer money
and increase your
profits.  When a
new lift is sold
you don’t get a
full profit service

job, like replacing a seal and gland until the
warranty is up.  Why limit your opportunities?

Installation is simple.  The job is profitable.
For all the specific details contact your favorite
SVI representative.

Sealed guide
tube system
shown lowered
in place.

This DTO28 was raised nightly for floor
cleaning.  One day it just simply would
not go back down.

The new  kit includes: rack bars,
housings, pinions, guide tubes,
locks and all the hardware.

SVI is your answer!

SVI International, Inc.
P.O. Box 70
Elburn, IL 60119
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SVI Power Post
Lifting Systems

• 22 real in-ground models
• Capacity ranges 11,000 to 72,000
• Sold to distributors only
• Many options

No lift is safer, more reliable or economical to operate than a Power Post in-ground lift.
Proven for years.  In fact, many Power Post style lifts installed well over 50 years ago are still
in service and operating as reliably as the day they were installed.  Why?  There are few
moving parts on a Power Post lift, the design is simple and above all, safe.

Where is it?
It’s on the arm!
Magnetic holder for lift arms holds tools, nuts and bolts for easy access.  Each holder is produced using
two powerful magnets encased in a stainless steel housing.  Available in different lengths to fit different

size arms you will encounter.

Your customers will really like arm magnets.  They make a
great add-on sale item.  To order contact your favorite SVI
representative.   Increase your sales opportunities today.

SVI P/N Description

SE-1014 14” Magnetic Tool Holder

SE-1016 16” Magnetic Tool Holder

SE-1018 18” Magnetic Tool Holder

SE-1020 20” Magnetic Tool Holder

SE-1024 24” Magnetic Tool Holder

New Products:  All of us at SVI are working very hard to broaden our product line to provide you
with more products to make your job easier.  Add to your arsenal.  Give us suggestions for products
you would like to see us carry.

One distributor asked us to explore a line of shop service equipment.  We are taking your advice.
Another distributor has asked us to explore replacement parts for brake lathes, good
idea. Or, how about a line of tools used in lift installation, like hammer drills?

Your input is very important to us.  We want to be known as the company that reacts
to your suggestions, not the one that sweeps them under the carpet.

For true distributor support - SVI is your answer.

Contact your favorite SVI
representative for all the

Power Post details.

SE-1200-03

3 Ton floor jack

Large saddle.

Short chassis.

Stable design.

Foot pedal operation
provides quick, no
load lifts to load point.

SE-1201-04

4 Ton FloorJack

Large saddle.

Long chassis.

Stable design.

Foot pedal operation
provides quick, no
load lifts to load point.

Handle actuated
release valve provides
precise control of
lowering speed.

SE-1201-04

22 Ton Air Actuated
Hydraulic Axle Jack

Saddle adapter with
extension screw.

Long chassis.

Compact, low profile
design for maximum
access.

Handle actuated
release valve provides
precise control of
lowering speed.

3 handle angles.

SE-1215-02

2 Ton Auxiliary
Stand

Ideal to support
vehicle compo-
nents during an
under vehicle
repair.

SE-1215-01B

1500 lb.
Auxiliary Stand

Ideal to support
vehicle compo-
nents during an
under vehicle
repair.

Foot pedal assist
to raise saddle.

SVI Shop
Equipment
Watch for the
selection to grow.
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